Bona Commercial System™
Base Colors and Color Chips

Bona Commercial System™ Resilient Floor Base Color is a uniquely designed product for the renovation of resilient floors. Bona Commercial System Resilient Floor Base Color ensures a quick application process with accelerated drying properties and heavy pigmentation for single-coat coverage. Available in seven popular standard colors. Achieve unique and beautiful design elements when renovating your resilient flooring with Bona Color Chips, which can be added in various concentrations depending on the desired look. Bona Color Chips can be added in various concentrations depending on the desired look. Offered in 10 base colors and 5 premium colors to allow for endless color combinations and looks. For additional custom combinations, contact your Bona JanSan sales representative.

**Base Colors:**

- Steel Gray
- Fog
- Warm Pewter
- Twilight
- Spun Sugar
- Ocean
- Turkish Blue

**Base Color Chip Options:**

- Black
- White
- Neutral Gray
- Medium Gray
- Ivory
- Beige
- True Blue
- Heaven
- Moss
- Lipstick Red

**Premium Color Chips Options:**

- Schist Stone
- Kona Beige
- Rose
- Silver Mica
- Maui Blue
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